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We report flow instabilities with simultaneous, in-plane-rotating and dc-axial uniform magnetic
fields. In uniform dc-axial magnetic fields, a ferrofluid drop in a Hele-Shaw cell with an
,1.0-mm gap forms the familiar labyrinth pattern. With subsequent application of an,100-G rms
in-plane, 20–40-Hz rotating uniform magnetic field, smooth spirals form. If the rotating magnetic
field is applied first, the drop holds together for low dc-axial magnetic fields and no labyrinth pattern
develops. If the dc magnetic field is subsequently increased above a threshold value, the ferrofluid
drop abruptly transforms into many ferrofluid droplets arranged in a regular pattern. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1851453g

INTRODUCTION

Thin layers of ferrofluid confined with an immiscible
nonmagnetic fluid between two glass plates in a Hele-Shaw
cell configuration and stressed by a dc magnetic field normal
to the layers form intricate labyrinth patterns.1 This paper
documents the characterization of a class of ferrofluid insta-
bilities that arises for the thin layers of ferrofluid confined in
glass Hele-Shaw cells with simultaneously applied, in-plane-
rotating and dc-axial magnetic fields. The spectacular two-
dimensional equilibrium patterns associated with these insta-
bilities exhibit combinations of smooth spirals, circles, and
dots of opaque ferrofluid arranged on a clear immiscible non-
magnetic fluid background.2

EXPERIMENT

We used the experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 1 to
further investigate the instabilities due to the simultaneous
in-plane-rotating and dc-axial uniform magnetic fields using
a fluorocarbon-based ferrofluid drop constrained to the quasi-
two-dimensional geometry of a Hele-Shaw cell. The stator
winding of a three-phase, two-pole motor excites a uniform
clockwise-rotating magnetic field in the plane of the Hele-
Shaw cell for our measurements. An electromagnet sur-
rounding the stator winding produces a uniform-dc magnetic
field normal to the plane of the cell. A nonmagnetic stand
supports the Hele-Shaw cell in the central region of the ap-
paratus where the magnetic fields are highly uniform. We
investigated rotating field strengths up to,100-G rms at
rotational frequencies between 20 and 40 Hz. The dc-axial
field strengths investigated went up to,250 G.

The Hele-Shaw cells used in this investigation consist of
two glass plates separated by a small gap filled with
fluorocarbon-based ferrofluid and a 50/50 mixture of isopro-
pyl alcohol and de-ionized water. We found that this mixture
prevents the ferrofluid from wetting the glass plates and
therefore allows us to easily observe the behavior of the fer-

rofluid drop. A video camera placed directly above the ex-
perimental setup was used to monitor and record the effects
of various combinations of applied magnetic fields on the
ferrofluid drop. The experimental results presented in this
paper are for the three Hele-Shaw cells with gap thicknesses
,0.9, 1.1, and 1.4 mm. The experiments were performed for
each of the three cell gap thicknesses filled by a 200-ml of
Ferrotec Corporation’s NBF-1677 fluorocarbon-based ferro
fluid having ,10-nm-diameter magnetite particles, a low-
field-magnetic susceptibilityx,3, and saturation magnetiza-
tion ,400 G.

RESULTS

With no applied magnetic field, the ferrofluid coalesces
into a single large circular drop held together by surface
tension. In a uniform dc-axial magnetic field of strength up
to ,250 G, a ferrofluid drop in a Hele-Shaw cell readily
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FIG. 1. The experimental setup for investigating the behavior of a thin layer
of ferrofluid in a Hele-Shaw cell with a three-phase, two-pole stator winding
to excite the uniform rotating magnetic field and an electromagnet to pro-
duce the uniform dc-axial field.
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forms the familiar labyrinth pattern. With subsequent appli-
cation of an in-plane 20–40-Hz rotating magnetic field of
strength up to,100-G rms, smooth spirals form that bend in
the same direction as the applied in-plane magnetic-field ro-
tation. Weak applied rotating magnetic fields fail to bend the
initial labyrinth pattern into spirals while excessively strong
fields tear the spirals into many separate small spiral and
circular structures. The example sequences shown in Fig. 2
demonstrate how labyrinth instabilities transform into
multileaf-clover-shaped clusters of smooth spirals under the
influence of a 25-Hz,,40-G rms applied in-plane rotating
magnetic field.

If, alternatively, the rotating magnetic field is applied
before the dc-axial magnetic field, the ferrofluid drop holds
together for low values of the applied dc-axial magnetic field
and no labyrinth pattern forms. Gradual increase of the ap-
plied dc-axial magnetic field causes the apparent area of the
ferrofluid drop to expand until the applied dc-axial magnetic
field exceeds a threshold value and an abrupt phase transition
occurs. A thin ferrofluid layer is observed to suddenly peel
off the glass surface of the Hele-Shaw cell revealing many
ferrofluid droplets arranged in a regular pattern inside a thick
ring of ferrofluid. Figure 3 illustrates the described progres-
sion with increasing applied dc-axial field strength for a
200-ml drop of ferrofluid in a 1.1-mm gap Hele-Shaw cell
initially stressed by a 25-Hz,,40-G rms rotating magnetic
field. The described phase-transition instability occurs only
for a small range of rotating magnetic-field strengths. When
the rotating field strength is at the lower limit of this range,
the drop fails to hold together against the dc-axial field and
labyrinth “fingers” form readily. At the other extreme, a large
dc-axial field tears the ferrofluid drop apart. For the condi-
tions of the sequence shown in Fig. 3 the range of rotating
field strengths was observed to extend from,30 to ,55
-G rms. Figure 4 shows sample steady-state patterns for vari-
ous rotating field strengths in this range.

PRELIMINARY MODEL

A preliminary examination of the minimum free energy
in the Hele-Shaw cell similar to the approach used with fer-
rofluid labyrinth phenomena,3 serves to model the observed
transition from a single large drop to many smaller droplets.
For the sake of analysis, the phase-transition instability may
be idealized as the breakup of a single large cylindrical drop
into N identical magnetically noninteracting cylindrical
droplets.4 Letting U denote the total energy of a ferrofluid
configuration, we then have,

U = Us + Um, s1d

whereUs is the interfacial surface energy andUm is the mag-
netostatic energy. The total energy of the configuration isN
times the total energy stored in each cylindrical droplet.

If a ferrofluid cylindrical drop with radiusR and heightt
swhere t is also the thickness of the gap in the Hele-Shaw
celld splits to formN identical cylindrical droplets of radiusr
and height t, the conservation of mass dictates that,r
=R/ÎN. The interfacial energy stored inN cylinders of ra-
dius r is given by,

Us = 2prtgN = 2pRtgÎN, s2d

whereg=6.63 mN/m is the surface-tension coefficient. En-
ergy is also stored in the magnetic field associated with the
ferrofluid configuration. The magnetic energy stored inN
ferrofluid cylindrical droplets can be written as,5

FIG. 2. A 1.1-mm gap Hele-Shaw cell with 200ml of ferrofluid starts to
form a labyrinth pattern when stressed by an,150-G uniform dc-axial
magnetic fieldsad. Spirals develop with the subsequent application of a
25-Hz, ,40-G rms uniform in-plane clockwise-rotating magnetic fieldsbd.
A more elaborate labyrinth pattern develops for a 1.1-mm Hele-Shaw cell
with 100 ml of ferrofluid stressed by a 155-G dc-axial magnetic fieldscd.
Subsequent application of a 25-Hz,,40-G rms uniform in-plane clockwise-
rotating magnetic field leads to a clover-shaped cluster of smooth spiralssdd.

FIG. 3. Sequence showing the apparent increase in the ferrofluid drop area
prior to the phase transition in a 1.1-mm gap Hele-Shaw cell. The ferrofluid
drop remains unchanged with an applied 25-Hz,,40-G rms in-plane rotat-
ing magnetic fieldsad. With the subsequent application of,120-G dc-axial
magnetic field no labyrinth pattern forms, but the apparent area of the fer-
rofluid drop increases to approximately twice the initial areasbd. When the
applied dc-axial field is gradually increased to,170 G the ferrofluid peels
off the glass of the Hele-Shaw cellscd and a new pattern is revealed as the
dc-axial field is further increased to,230 G sdd.

FIG. 4. Pictures of the steady-state ferrofluid 1.1-mm gap Hele-Shaw cell
pattern after the application of 25-Hz in-plane rotating magnetic fields of
different magnitudes followed by a,230-G dc-axial field. The magnitude
of the rotating field insad is ,30-G rms,sbd ,44-G rms, andscd ,50-G
rms.
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where the magnetizationM̄ =xH̄=fxH̄0/ s1+xDdg is as-
sumed to be uniform over the volume of the ferrofluid and
the approximate demagnetizing factorD for a cylinder of
radiusr and heightt can be readily shown to be given by,
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The assumption of a linear magnetization characteristic
holds as all our data are for fluorocarbon-based ferrofluids
with maximum applied magnetic field of 250 Gssee Fig. 5d.
The total energy stored in the configuration is the sum of
interfacial and magnetic energies. ThereforeU is given by,
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A calculus of energy minimization was performed on this
expression to predict the number of small dropletsN that
results in a configuration with minimum total energy and the
corresponding critical value of the applied magnetic field
above which suchN exists.5 The model predicts that the
threshold magnetic-field value is inversely proportional to

the square root of the Hele-Shaw cell thicknesst. The model
also predicts that the number of droplets that forms after a
phase transition,N, increases for Hele-Shaw cells with larger
aspect ratiosR/ t. The results of our experimental investiga-
tion agree qualitatively with the predictions of the energy
minimization analysis. Figure 6 shows evidence of the re-
duced number of ferrofluid droplets with increasing gap
thickness.

Quantitatively, the number of ferrofluid droplets pre-
dicted by the minimum energy analysis generally agrees with
the experimentally observed values. To compare our approxi-
mate analysis with the measurements we only consider the
volume of the ferrofluid in the small droplets to compute the
initial drop’s aspect ratiosi.e., we subtract the volume of the
ferrofluid in the ring surrounding the droplets from the initial
volumed. For adjusted aspect ratiosR/ t of ,6.4, 5.7, and 4.1
the model predicts that,100, 70, and 30 droplets should
form after the phase transition; experiments show that ap-
proximately 80, 60, and 30 droplets form, respectively. The
model predicted threshold magnetic-field strength values of
,90, 75, and 70 G for the respective aspect ratiosR/ t of
,6.4, 5.7, and 4.1, which agree well with the observed ex-
perimental threshold values of,99, 85, and 70 G. The
threshold value was taken to be the value of the magnetic
field that leads to an approximately 20% increase in the ap-
parent ferrofluid drop area from its initial value with no ap-
plied magnetic field. The magnetic-field values at which the
ferrofluid peels off the glass and reveals the droplets are
much highers,210, 180, and 120 G, respectivelyd.
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FIG. 5. The BH curve of fluorocarbon-based ferrofluidsNBF-1677, Ferrotec
Corporationd ssee Fig. 7d. The assumption of linear magnetization holds
since the applied dc-axial magnetic field values were typically less than
200 G at the insipience of the phase-transition instability.

FIG. 6. Pictures of the steady-state pattern for Hele-Shaw cells with 200ml
of ferrofluid each stressed by a 30-Hz in-plane-rotating-magnetic field
showing a reduction in the number of smaller droplets for bigger cell gap
thicknesses. Most droplets were observed with the 0.9-mm gap cell with an
applied in-plane rotating magnetic-field strength of,80-G rms and dc-axial
field strength of 230 Gsad, followed by the 1.1-mm gap cell with rotating
magnetic-field strength,30-G rms and dc-axial field strength of 230 Gsbd,
and finally the 1.4-mm gap cell with rotating magnetic-field strength
,30-G rms and dc-axial field strength of 140 Gscd.
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